DES HORSFALL'S
kuschty rye
new album...
‘THE GOOD GENTLEMAN'S TONIC’
a cure for the blues and other ailments.....
FORTUNE FAVOURS SECOND CHANCE FOR LANE'S GYPSY
SPELL TO CAST ITS CHARMS
British roots-rocker Des Horsfall together with his
band Kuschty Rye and rising-star producer Andy
Bell, have just completed a new album entitled 'The Good
Gentleman's Tonic'. The record, in memory of the great
Ronnie Lane, takes in folk, country, blues, rock and pop
influences and is reminiscent of Lane's own post Faces
work.
Recorded predominantly to tape at Horsfall's own Valve
studios; the album has a laid back 70s quality so evident
in Lane's output from his 'Slim Chance' period, and is given
a seal of authenticity by the guest appearances of
original Slim Chance members Benny Gallagher, Charlie
Hart and Steve Simpson and is further enhanced by
contributions from spiral earth awards nominee Katriona
gilmore,Top folk accordionist Hannah James, and ace
pedal steel player PJ Wright.
As a nod to the material on the debut Slim Chance record
'Anymore For Anymore’, Horsfall has covered and kept
faithful to Ronnie's version of 'Careless Love' whilst
totally reworking hit single 'The Poacher', as the albums'
closing track.
a very special feature of the record is the 'Unwinese mix'
which consists of a selection of the albums' songs, along
with a 'tale' narrated by dr john unwin. the story of how
des rediscovered the music of ronnie lane is told in the
language invented by john's father (professor stanley
unwin) that was used to such great effect on the small
faces recording, 'ogden's nut gone flake'.
'The good gentleman's tonic' is the first of a trilogy of
kuschty rye albums mirroring Lane's three Slim Chance
releases, which include their self-titled second album,
and finale 'One For The Road'.
"this is a killer record" - pete townshend

